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To the Coaches and Debaters in the Dixie Classic Debate Tournament:

The Dixie Classic Tournament has become a regular milestone in the Wake Forest calendar. This is the silver anniversary of an event which is coterminous with the "new" Wake Forest campus. We occupied these acres in 1956, and the current session is therefore the twenty-fifth in the pleasant city of Winston-Salem.

Debating has been a formal part of the University's program since the school was founded as Wake Forest Institute in 1834. For more than a century, the highest intellectual activity on the campus was centered in the work of the Philomathesian and Euzelian literary societies, but in the years since World War II the national forensic groups have been the chief vehicle for intercollegiate competition.

You compete in a discipline that demands creative intelligence and rigorous self-control. I salute you, with the hope that each of you may strengthen your powers of persuasion, and that your visit here may be stimulating and enjoyable.

Faithfully yours,

James R. Scales
President

JRS:a
November 12, 1980

Dear Debaters and Coaches,

Thank you for being a part of our twenty fifth anniversary celebration. We are proud of the Dixie Classic's reputation as one of the finest debate tournaments in the nation.

While you are with us, we hope that you enjoy our southern hospitality and the stimulating challenge of good debate.

Sincerely,

Donald H. Wolfe
Chairman, SCTA

DHW: mw
November 19, 1980

FRIENDS,

We would like to extend a special welcome to the 25th Anniversary "DIXIE CLASSIC DEBATES." Your participation has assured a celebration highlighted by the finest competition in the country.

The Wake debaters and staff are proud of the long tradition the tournament represents and are working very hard to make your stay a pleasant one.

In addition to the excellent competition, we think you will find the banquets on Saturday and Sunday evening fine examples of Southern cooking. On Monday morning, we hope you will join us for a continental breakfast before the elimination rounds. The coaches and judges are invited to gather with us on Saturday and Sunday evenings for post-debate relaxation.

We also would like to take this opportunity to thank you for the hospitality Wake has received when we visited your campuses. We hope our brand of Southern hospitality makes the 1980 Dixie one that will set a precedence of excellence for the next twenty-five years.

Sincerely,

Allan Louden
Director of Forensics

7347 Reynolda Station • Winston-Salem, North Carolina 27109
(919) 761-5267
An Equal Opportunity Employer
25th ANNUAL WAKE FOREST
DIXIE CLASSIC DEBATE TOURNAMENT

SCHEDULE

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 21
Registration, Lobby of Holiday Inn North  5:00-9:00 pm

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 22

Final Registration, Lobby of Tribble Hall  8:00-9:00 am
Round I  9:00 am
Round II  10:45 am
Lunch  12:30 pm
Round III  2:00 pm
Round IV  5:00 pm
Buffet Banquet, Magnolia Room, Reynolda Hall  7:30 pm
Coaches Reception, Mellow Manor  9:30 pm

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 23

Round V  8:30 am
Round VI  11:30 am
Lunch  1:00 pm
Round VII  2:30 pm
District VI Meeting, 102A Tribble Hall  4:15 pm
Round VIII  5:30 pm
Buffet Banquet, Magnolia Room, Reynolda Hall  8:00 pm
Coaches Reception, The Hazen Mansion  10:00 pm

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 24

Continental Breakfast, Magnolia Room, Reynolda Hall  8:30 am
Octa-Finals  9:30 am
Quarter-Finals  (All Elimination Rounds in Reynolda Hall)  12:00 pm
Semi-Finals  2:30 pm
Dinner  5:30 pm
Finals, Babcock 17  8:00 pm
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

1. Pairings for all preliminary rounds will be distributed in the lobby of Tribble Hall. Rounds 1 and 2 will be randomly paired. Rounds 3 through 8 will be power-paired using a number of methods (straight power, powered within brackets, median splits, inverse power, divine inspiration, etc.). Octa-finalists will be announced at the Sunday Banquet or posted in the Holiday Inn.

2. Each team in each round will be allowed a maximum of ten minutes total preparation time between speeches. When the ten minutes has expired for a team, additional preparation time will be subtracted from the team's remaining speeches. Since we cannot in all cases provide time keepers, we ask judges to assume responsibility for administering the ten-minute rule.

3. We must keep the tournament on time. Our banquets and pairings depend on this. Rounds will start when posted. Late return from lunch is not an acceptable excuse for being late for a debate (and listening to your coach's instructions is even less acceptable).

4. Do not move any furniture from one room to another. Most rooms are reasonably well-equipped -- but in any case, use only the furniture already in the room.

5. Please do not smoke in the classrooms in Winston Hall or in the Law School. If you must smoke in other buildings, please do not put ashes or cigarette butts on the floor. Ashtrays are available from the table in Tribble Hall.

We realize that rules 4 and 5 may not be popular; however, our continued use of these facilities is contingent upon them. Please help us to continue to run debate tournaments at Wake Forest. We do mean this.

6. Speaker's awards will be determined on the basis of total speaker points for six rounds -- the highest and lowest rounds for each speaker will be disregarded. Ties will be broken by: (1) middle four rounds (drop two highest and two lowest speaker points), (2) total (6 rounds) speaker points, (3) total speaker rankings, (4) team win-loss record, and (5) whatever method seems appropriate after all else fails.
7. The sixteen teams making the octa-final round will do so on the basis of win-loss records. Ties on record will be broken by: (1) total adjusted (6 rounds) speaker points, (2) speaker points -- middle four rounds (drop two high and two low), (3) total (8 rounds) speaker points, (4) strength of opposition, and (5) total speaker rankings. Teams will be bracketed in the octa-finals in the usual manner: 1 vs. 16, 2 vs. 15, etc. If two teams for the same school meet, they may choose either to debate or to select a team to advance. Brackets will not be broken.

8. All teams needing transportation to an airport must contact Allan Louden or Bill Evans no later than the Sunday buffet dinner.

9. If troubles arise, please report them immediately to extension 5267, or speak to the building chairman.

10. For those who do not have cars, we will provide transportation to and from campus. The shuttle service will begin at 8:00 AM Saturday and 7:30 AM Sunday and Monday mornings. We ask that you be ready to leave from the front door of the Holiday Inn North.

11. All copies of all ballots must be returned to the tournament headquarters prior to the awards assembly. Hired judges will not be paid until all ballots are turned in. Coaches will not be able to pick up their teams' packets until their own ballots are in.

12. Participants in the final round (debaters and coaches) and the final round judging panel will be our guests for dinner immediately following the semi-final round.
1959 1st -- George Washington University
2nd -- College of William and Mary

1960 1st -- College of William and Mary
2nd -- University of Florida

1961 1st -- University of Florida
2nd -- University of South Carolina

1962 1st -- Wayne State University
2nd -- University of Vermont

1963 1st -- University of South Carolina
2nd -- Georgetown University

1964 1st -- Wayne State University
2nd -- George Washington University

1965 1st -- Canisius College
2nd -- Washington and Lee University

1966 1st -- University of Richmond
2nd -- Marietta College

1967 1st -- University of South Carolina
2nd -- University of Detroit

1968 1st -- Canisius College
2nd -- University of Georgia

1969 1st -- Northwestern University
2nd -- Syracuse University

1970 1st -- George Washington University
2nd -- West Georgia College

1971 1st -- University of Virginia
2nd -- George Washington University

1972 1st -- West Georgia College
2nd -- University of Redlands

1973 1st -- University of Southern California
2nd -- University of Southern California

1974 1st -- Northwestern University
2nd -- University of Redlands

1975 1st -- Northwestern University
2nd -- Catholic University

1976 1st -- Kansas University
2nd -- University of Georgia

1977 1st -- University of Southern California
2nd -- University of Redlands

1978 1st -- West Georgia College
2nd -- Kansas University

1979 1st -- University of Redlands
2nd -- University of Central Florida
1979 Dixie Classic Debates
Tournament Results

Kentucky-N
(Jones/Mancuso)

Gossett, Mitchell, Solt 3-0

Kansas-N
(Grant/Dollar)

Redlands-A
(Bearden/Isaacson)

R. Smith, Garrison, Hynes 3-0

Northwestern-N
(Ratnaswamy/Wolf)

Dartmouth-N
(Smith/Lyons)

Kidwell, Wallen, Sperling 2-1

Augustana-A
(Hammer/Pasewark)

Wayne State-N
(Harris/Craig)

Graham, Kellerman, Luchok 2-1

U. Southern Calif.-A
(Rollino/Sager)

Louisville-N
(Sutherland/Sutherland)

Wavada, Padgett, Newman 3-0

Augustana-A
(Bart/Herbeck)

West Georgia-N
(Weathington/Evans)

Kauffman, Burkholder, Berube 2-1

U. Southern Calif.-A
(Arrington/Lemler)

Kansas-N
(Johnson/Wolf)

English, Southworth, Moore 2-1

North Carolina-A
(McAdams/Skrzynski)

Central Florida-A
(Ragsdale/Liddicoat)

Rowland, Balthrop, Gibson

Samford-N
(McWhorter/LeBlanc)

Kentucky-N

Hynes, Balthrop, Solt

Redlands-N

2-1

Redlands-A

R. Smith, Garrison

Bill Isaacson/Lane Bearden
Coach: Bill Southworth

Dartmouth-N

2-1

Wayne St.-A

Graham, Rowland, Southworth

3-0

Wayne State-A

Solt, Strange, Gibson, Balthrop, Graham

Louisville-N

Padgett, Kaufman, Woodbury, Garrison

W. Georgia-N

4-1

West Georgia-A

Wade, Padgett, W. Smith

Central Florida-N

Jeff Liddicoat/Barry Ragsdale
Coach: Jeff Butler

UNC-A

2-1

C. Florida-A

Wade, Mitchell, Strange

3-0

Cent. Florida-N
TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY DIXIE CLASSIC DEBATES

WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY

November 22-24, 1980

PARTICIPANTS

ALABAMA, UNIVERSITY OF
University, Alabama

Barry Ragsdale, Director of Forensics

Judge: Mark Boardman
Team O: Bearden & Brown
Team Z: Church & Rohr

AUGUSTANA COLLEGE
Rock Island, Illinois

Ralph Carbone, Director of Forensics

Judge: Ralph Carbone
Team X: Hammer & Pasewark

AUGUSTANA COLLEGE
Souix Falls, South Dakota

Mike Pfau, Director of Forensics

Judge: Mike Pfau
Team O: Entenza & Peterson

BATES COLLEGE
Lewiston, Maine

Robert Branham, Director of Forensics

Judge: Peter Brown
Team Z: Laurence & Boss
Team X: Preston & Dolley
Team O: Gillman & Stone

BAYLOR UNIVERSITY
Waco, Texas

Bill English, Director of Forensics

Judge: Mike Weiler
Team Z: Lunsford & Mackey
BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY
Provo, Utah

Don Black, Director of Forensics
Judge: Hired
Team Z: Henke & Morrow

BUTLER UNIVERSITY
Indianapolis, Indiana

Dave Waite, Director of Forensics
Judge: ?
Team X: Dighe & Easter
Team O: Kappes & DelFino

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY-FULLERTON
Fullerton, California

Dr. Lucy Keele, Director of Forensics
Judge: Hired
Team X: Johnson & Matthews

CENTRAL FLORIDA, UNIVERSITY OF
Orlando, Florida

Jeff Butler, Director of Forensics
Judge: Star Muir
Team O: Milian & Fergusen
Team Z: Silvis & Nichelsen

CLAREMONT MEN'S COLLEGE
Claremont, California

John Wallen, Director of Forensics
Judge: John Wallen
Team X: Wing & Peckingpaw

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE
Hanover, New Hampshire

Ken Strange & Herb James, Director of Forensics
Judge: Ken Strange
Team O: Lyon & Smith
Team Z: Yatzeck & Pincus
DRURY COLLEGE
Springfield, Missouri

Charles Deberry, Director of Forensics

Judge: Charles Deberry
Team X: Gabel & Carpenter
Team O: Sullivan & Humphrey

EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
Charleston, Illinois

David Svaldi, Director of Forensics

Judge: Mike Shelton & David Svaldi
Team Z: Stein & Donohew

EMORY UNIVERSITY
Atlanta, Georgia

Melissa Wade, Director of Forensics

Judge: Melissa Wade & Tim Sitz
Team X: Brewster & Hancock
Team O: Mitnick & Whitenack
Team Z: Smith & Robbins
Team R: Childress & Lansford
Team A: Wolfe & Philpott
Team B: Keck & Phebus

EMPIRIA STATE UNIVERSITY
Emporia, Kansas

David Matheny, Director of Debate

Judge: Tom Burkholder
Team O: Ketter & Killion
Team Z: Bohling & Depoe

FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
Tallahassee, Florida

Marilyn Young, Director of Forensics

Judge: Bill Hill & Tod Woodbury
Team X: Miller & Ellison
Team O: Fanelli & Bishoff

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
Washington, D.C.

James Unger, Director of Forensics

Judge: Brad Ziff
Team Z: Barrett & Bland
Team X: Munch & Miller
Team O: Darcy & Murdock
GEORGIA, UNIVERSITY OF
Athens, Georgia

Sandi Pence, Director of Debate

Judge: Joe Luchok
Team X: Siffrord & Backus

HARVARD UNIVERSITY
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dallas Perkins, Director of Debate

Judge: Dallas Perkins
Team O: Engles & Buchel
Team Z: Losos & Cooper

ILLINOIS COLLEGE
Jacksonville, Illinois

Ray Ford, Director of Forensics

Judge: Hired
Team X: Bartholomew & Taylor

KANSAS, UNIVERSITY OF
Lawrence, Kansas

Donn Parson, Director of Forensics

Judge: Craig Dudczak
Team O: Grant & Johnson
Team Z: Payne & Gidley

KENTUCKY, UNIVERSITY OF
Lexington, Kentucky

J. W. Patterson, Director of Debate

Judge: Roger Solt
Team X: Mancuso & Jones
Team O: ? & ?

LOUISVILLE, UNIVERSITY OF
Louisville, Kentucky

Tim Hynes, Director of Forensics

Judge: Tim Hynes
Team Z: Sutherland & Sutherland
Team X: Liptack & Schiavone
LOYOLA UNIVERSITY  
Los Angeles, California  

Jay Busse, Director of Forensics  

Judge: Hired  
Team O: Cotton & Thomas  

MACALESTER COLLEGE  
St. Paul, Minnesota  

Scott Nobles & Tennyson Williams, Directors of Forensics  

Judge: Tennyson Williams  
Team Z: Adler & O'Brien  

MASSACHUSETTS, UNIVERSITY OF  
Amherst, Massachusetts  

David Snowball, Director of Debate  

Judge: David Snowball  
Team X: Gorham & Katsulas  
Team O: Anderson & Crocker  

MIAMI, UNIVERSITY OF  
Coral Gables, Florida  

Scott Murphy, Director of Debate  

Judge: Scott Murphy  
Team Z: Gomez & Schneiderman  
Team X: McManus & Berman  

MIAMI UNIVERSITY  
Oxford, Ohio  

Stephen Koch, Director of Forensics  

Judge: Stephen Koch  
Team O: Rubey & Moroney  
Team Z: Rosenberg & Conliff  

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY  
Morehead, Kentucky  

Trish Linder, Director of Forensics  

Judge: Trish Linder & Michael Bryant  
Team X: Stowers & Reisenfeld
NORTH CAROLINA, UNIVERSITY OF (Chapel Hill)
Chapel Hill, North Carolina

Bill Balthrop, Director of Forensics

Judge: Nancy Keeshen, Bill Balthrop & Tony DeRosby
Team Z: Winkler & McAdams
Team X: Simpson & Wright

NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
DeKalb, Illinois

Jack Parker, Director of Forensics

Judge: Hired
Team O: Horvath & Stcarney

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
Evanston, Illinois

Thomas Goodnight, Director of Debate

Judge: Kathy Kellermann
Team Z: Wolf & Kawala
Team X: Cunningham & Weisberger
Team O: Dauber & Outterson

OHIO UNIVERSITY
Athens, Ohio

Marty Remland, Director of Debate & Anita James, Director of Forensics

Judge: Marty Remland
Team O: Waldron & Riffe

REDLANDS, UNIVERSITY OF
Redlands, California

William Southworth, Director of Debate

Judge: William Southworth
Team Z: Isaacson & Wagner
Team X: Ballingall & Silver

SAMFORD UNIVERSITY
Birmingham, Alabama

Skip Coulter, Director of Debate

Judge: Erwin Sperling
Team O: Walker & McWhorter
Team Z: Dwyer & Gardner
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, UNIVERSITY OF
Los Angeles, California

Tom Hollihan, Director of Forensics

Judge: Bob Gass
Team Z: Peragine & Bollar

SOUTHERN COLORADO, UNIVERSITY OF
Pueblo, Colorado

Don Swanson, Director of Forensics

Judge: Don Swanson
Team X: Jensen & Gutierrez

TENNESSEE, UNIVERSITY OF
Knoxville, Tennessee

Dede Sorenson, Director of Debate

Judge: Dede Sorenson
Team X: Nicholson & Hickory

TEXAS, UNIVERSITY OF (Arlington)
Arlington, Texas

Carrol Hickey, Director of Forensics

Judge: Susan Altendorf
Team O: Smith & Altendorf

UTAH, UNIVERSITY OF
Salt Lake City, Utah

Jack Rhodes, Director of Forensics

Judge: Hired
Team Z: Gragg & Wood

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY
Nashville, Tennessee

Kass Kovalcheck, Director of Forensics

Judge: Hired
Team O: Adler & Short

VERMONT, UNIVERSITY OF
Burlington, Vermont

Earl Creps, Director of Debate

Judge: Earl Creps
Team X: Kernoff & McCann
WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY
Detroit, Michigan

George Ziegelmueller, Director of Forensics

Judge: George Ziegelmueller
Team O: Harris & Craig
Team Z: ? & ?

WEST GEORGIA COLLEGE
Carrollton, Georgia

Chester Gibson, Director of Forensics

Judge: Chester & Walter Ulrich
Team X: Weathington & Sager
Team O: Arrington & Ichter
Team Z: Lamb & Porter

WEST POINT MILITARY ACADEMY
West Point, New York

Major William Taylor, Director of Debate

Judge: Phil Allum
Team X: Baker & Rehm
Team O: Crowley & Maze

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY
Morgantown, West Virginia

Henry Ruf, Director of Debate

Judge: Henry Ruf
Team Z: Lines & Stewart

WYOMING, UNIVERSITY OF
Laramie, Wyoming

Wayne Calloway, Director of Forensics

Judge: John Shosky
Team X: Merfeld & Dingwall
Team O: Hunter & Killmer
WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY DEBATE TEAM

Director of Forensics
Mr. Allan D. Louden

Assistant Debate Coaches
Ms. Janette Kenner
Mr. Arnie Madsen
Mr. Frank Mitchell
Mr. Edward Panetta

Executive Secretary
Ms. Linda McKinney

Members
Greg Smith, '81
Scott Burton, '82
Michael Knish, '82
Kim Metzler, '82
David Michels, '82
Brian Nozolino, '82
David Cheshier, '83
Bill Evans, '83
Dan Henninger, '83
Norris Smith, '83
Brad White, '83
Brad Dengler, '84
David Downes, '84
Barbara Maxwell, '84
Brack Staley, '84
Steve Turco, '84

PAST DIRECTORS: WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY DEBATE

Zon Robinson -1943
A. Lewis Aycock 1943-1948
Franklin R. Shirley 1948-1967
Merwyn Hayes 1967-1971
Tennyson Williams 1971-1975
Fred McLean 1975-1977
Allan Louden 1977-Present